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Introduction
This is one of the first studios to adopt true HD standards for all of their porn films, and now they have
expanded their collection of networked sex sites to include Ebony Addiction. One of the better high-def
Black porn sites out there already and growing every week. If you have a broadband connection and a
good monitor... check out the free preview!

Adult Review
For too long Black porn has been sittin' on the back of the entertainment bus. You'd go into video stores and see only a couple
decent titles, or have to buy magazines with lower quality photo layouts. Them days is finally OVER! Ebony Addiction fills
the gap between rich and poor... between lady and whore... between all the soulful chocolate divas and the white sluts that
have been gettin' the good budgets and top name studios over the years!
  
  Filmed in 1280x720 HD, these are high-def full screen porno movies and every sex video on the site focuses on the fine
fly-girls and huge black dicks that are poundin' them out from mouth to pussy to ass... and back 'round all over again!
  
  Ebony Addiction ain't perfect fo' sho', it's still on the small size, but it's growing every week. Also, you get full access to all
of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review if you signup for monthly access... so don't dick yo'self around
with the limited trial plan... get in the game yo' and start dunking on these bitches and HOs!
  
  If you want to see for yourself, grab the Free Preview of Ebony Addiction from right here on The Tongue. Come and get
some! Once you see these dark honeys in high-def porn videos... yo' dick ain't never gonna let you go back to none of that
whack low grade garbage no mo'!

Porn Summary
When your desire for sexy Black divas goes beyond the normal ordinary levels and enters the realm of being a true Ebony
Addiction, this is the high quality HD Black Porn Site that will keep you on the come back. It ain't gonna cure you, nothin'
will... but it sho' does do a nice job of keepin' you happy when yer jonzing for sweet black pussy!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'HD chocolate honeys - Come and get some!'
Quality: 92  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 82
Support: 85 Unique: 85    Taste: 90        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
Anal Hell (92) ,Oriental Orgy (89) ,Lucky Lesbians (88) ,Busty Solos (88) ,Sex Toy Teens (86) ,New Solos (86) ,Just Legal
Babes  (86) ,Simple Fucks (86) ,Teenage Whores (85) ,Cable Guy Sex (84) ,Slutty Squirters (Preview) ,Slutty Gaggers
(Preview) 

Porn Niches
Ebony, Exclusive, Hardcore, HD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.99 Preview: 3 Days for $1.85 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 21
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